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Opening Market Levels
EUR/GBP 0.9094
EUR/USD 1.1831
EUR/JPY 129.59
GBP/USD 1.3009
USD/JPY 109.54

Today's Main Data/Events
Time Region Indicator Period Median* Previous

10:00 EZ Industrial Production MoM Jun -0.50% 1.30%
10:00 EZ Industrial Production YoY Jul 2.80% 4.00%

* refers to Bloomberg/Reuters median of forecasts

Upcoming Events

7th September EZ ECB Policy Announcement
14th September UK BoE Policy Announcement
20th September US FED Policy Announcement

14 August 2017

Date Region Event 
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Charts cover past 12 months using Bloomberg data

Ulster Bank Markets Daily Top Three

You can also find our commentary on our website here 
To subscribe or unsubscribe please contact cmwebinformation@ulsterbankcm.com

Modest rise in US consumer prices
US consumer prices increased slightly in July as rising food costs were offset by falling prices for a range of other goods, pointing to benign inflation that could 
make the Federal Reserve cautious about raising interest rates again this year. The Labour Department said on Friday its Consumer Price Index (CPI) edged up 
0.1% last month after being unchanged in June. That lifted the year-on-year increase in the CPI to 1.7% from 1.6% in June. Analysts had forecast the CPI rising 
0.2% in July and climbing 1.8% year-on-year. Taking out the volatile food and energy components, consumer prices gained 0.1% for the fourth straight month. 
Core CPI rose 1.7% in the 12 months through July and has now increased by that margin for three straight months. The modest gain in consumer prices, after a 
drop in producer prices in July, could worry Fed officials who have largely viewed the retreat in inflation as temporary.

Nearly $1 trillion wiped from equity markets since “fire and fury” comments
US stocks were modestly higher on Friday as investors cautiously dipped back into riskier assets, after a three day losing streak on concerns over escalating 
tensions between the United States and North Korea. The S&P 500 and the Dow inched higher on Friday but both posted their largest weekly percentage drops 
since March. In his latest warning to North Korea, Donald Trump said on Friday military solutions were "fully in place" and referred to American weapons as being 
"locked and loaded" should the nuclear-armed nation act "unwisely". Nearly $1 trillion has been wiped out from global equity markets since tensions were sparked 
off by Trump's "fire and fury" comments last Tuesday. 

Data preview for the week ahead
There is a busy week ahead on both sides of the Atlantic. In Europe on Wednesday, euro zone GDP figures are released and are expected to be unchanged at 
0.6% qoq, while on Thursday, ECB Minutes will be screened for reference to tighter financial conditions, market volatility, hints on timing of QE policy 
announcement for 2018 and clarity on ECB notions of ‘patience and persistence’. In the UK, the week brings key inflation (Tuesday) and labour market data 
(Wednesday). CPI is forecast to increase slightly to 2.7%, while wage inflation is expected to remain below 2%, lessening the near-term pressure on the MPC to 
raise rates. Retail sales are also released on Thursday with markets expecting a rise of just 0.2% from 0.6% in June.  In the US, retail sales are released on 
Tuesday with an uplift of 0.3% expected from -0.2% in June. On Wednesday, the minutes from the July FOMC meeting are also released and may reveal more 
information regarding changes in the Fed’s reinvestment policy (expected to be announced in September). Any further insight as to the Committee’s views on 
inflation will also be of interest (this could impact the perceived odds of Fed action later this year).



Foreign Exchange Markets Yesterday's EURIBOR / LIBOR Settings
EURGBP 0.9085 GBPEUR 1.1006 GBP USD
EURUSD 1.1822 GBPUSD 1.3014 Overnight 0.22 1.18
EURAUD 1.4978 GBPAUD 1.6482 1 Week 0.24 1.20
EURCAD 1.4988 GBPCAD 1.6489 1 Month 0.25 1.23
EURJPY 129.07 GBPJPY 142.09 2 Month 0.26 1.26
EURHKD 9.244 GBPHKD 10.180 3 Month 0.28 1.32
EURCHF 1.1369 GBPCHF 1.2518 6 Month 0.41 1.46

9 Month n/a n/a
Stocks & Commodities 1 Year 0.60 1.72
Dow 21,858   

6,257     Ulster Bank Cost of Funds Rate (365 day count) =
7,310     Euro rates are quoted in 360-day convention.
6,581     To convert to 365 day count, divide by 360, & multiply by 365.

19,537   
2,441     Note: the rates on this page are indicative only, refer to closing levels from

52          the previous session, and are sourced from Bloomberg
1,287     
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This document is intended for clients or potential clients of Ulster Bank Limited and Ulster Bank Ireland DAC (together and separately, "Ulster Bank") and is not intended for any other person. It does not constitute an offer or invitation to 
purchase or sell any instrument or to provide any service in any jurisdiction where the required authorisation is not held. Ulster Bank and/or its associates and/or its employees may have a position or engage in transactions in any 
instruments mentioned.

The information including any opinions expressed is indicative and may constitute our judgement at time of publication and are subject to change without notice. The information contained herein should not be
construed as advice, and is not intended to be construed as such.

This publication provides only a brief review of the complex issues discussed and recipients should not rely on information contained here without seeking specific advice on matters that concern them. Ulster Bank make no representations 
or warranties with respect to the information and disclaim all liability for use the recipient or their advisors make of the information.
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